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Abstract 
Nuovi materiali e architetture di dispositivi stanno espandendo lo spazio di 
progettazione da esplorare per CMOS futuri e le tecnologie nano-elettroniche. 
Architetture dei dispositivi single gate SOI, double gate SOI, FinFET, MuGFET, gate all 
around e nanowire sono oggetto di indagine come possibili successori del MOSFET 
planare. Il ridimensionamento di dispositivi CMOS nel regime nanometrici porta a un 
aumento dei costi di processo. A questo proposito, il campo della Elettronica 
Computazionale sta diventando sempre più importante perché la simulazione dei 
dispositivi offre possibilità unica di sperimentare nuovi dispositivi candidati che non 
sono stati ancora fabbricati e dà anche una visione unica del comportamento del 
dispositivo. La progettazione e l'ottimizzazione di nano-transistor che sfruttano 
queste nuove opzioni richiedono modelli di uso generale per descrivere i fenomeni 
elettrostatici e dei trasporti su scala nanometrica in una varietà senza precedenti di 
materiali, con un grado ragionevolmente prevedibile di precisione e con tempo di 
calcolo a prezzi accessibili. Il modello Drift-Diffusion disponibile in strumenti TCAD 
tradizionali è attualmente inadeguata per lo scopo. 
L’obbiettivo di questo lavoro è lo studio delle proprietà elettroniche di materiali 
bidimensionali partendo dalla struttura a bande e l'uso di questi materiali per la 
modellazione e simulazione di transistori per applicazioni digitali nel regime di 
trasporto balistico. 
Il CAD utilizzato per la simulazione di questo nuovi transistor è NanoTCAD Vides, 
sviluppato presso l'Università di Pisa. 
NanoTCAD Vides è un modulo python, che integra le subroutine C e Fortran già 
sviluppati nella versione storica del simulatore NanoTCAD Vides , che è in grado di 
simulare dispositivi nanometrici attraverso la soluzione autoconsistente 
dell’equazione di Poisson e le equazioni di Schroedinger , mediante il formalismo 
delle  Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF). 
 All’interno dell’ambiente NanoTCAD Vides sono già state definite delle classi con 
rispettivi attributi e funzioni che permettono di specificare la struttura del 
dispositivo e i parametri geometrici e elettrici. 
In questo lavoro di tesi ho deciso di utilizzare una architettura double-gate, con un 
terminale di Source uno di Drain, con un canale costituito da un materiale 
bidimensionale separato dai terminali di gate con ossido di silicio. La categoria dei 
materiali bidimensionali per applicazioni nei dispositivi elettronici si sta espandendo 
sempre di più. La scelta dei materiali utilizzati per la simulazione si è concentrata 
nella classe dei TMD (Transition Metal Dichalcogenides) e il Silicene.  
Per quanto riguarda i TMD ho utilizzato l’MoS2, MoSe2, WS2. 
La motivazione di considerare questi materiali è dovuta al fatto che sono già state 
definite delle classi per questi materiali all’interno di Nano TCAD ViDES. 
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Una volta terminata la simulazione per ogni dispositivo con materiale del canale 
diverso si procede con la fase di post processing nella quale vengono calcolate le 
cifre di merito del dispositivo che servono a determinarne le prestazioni e vengono 
confrontate con i valori che ogni anno pubblica l’ITRS. 
L’ITRS( International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors ) è un insieme di 
documenti che viene redatto da esperti delle industrie di semiconduttori e vengono 
liberamente pubblicate in rete.  
I documenti rappresentano il miglior parere sulle direttive di ricerca nei settori della 
tecnologia dei semiconduttori con linee temporali fino a circa 15 anni nel futuro. 
Le simulazioni sono state fatte utilizzando i parametri geometrici ed elettrici dei nodi 
2020, 2023 e 2026 dell’ITRS.  
I valori delle cifre di merito calcolate rientrano nei limiti stabiliti dall’ITRS per i nodi 
sopra citati. Quindi l’utilizzo di questi materiali all’interno di una struttura double 
gate può risultare un’ottima soluzione per i dispositivi del prossimo futuro.    
La tesi è suddivisa in quattro capitoli. Il primo capitolo fa un excursus sullo scaling 
del MOS e i problemi che si incontrano riducendo il dispositivo a dimensioni 
nanometriche. Inoltre viene fatta una panoramica dei materiali bidimensionali 
introducendo le caratteristiche principali.  
Il secondo capitolo è dedicato completamente ai materiali TMD descrivendo le 
proprietà più importanti dal punto di vista elettronico e inoltre descrive brevemente 
due processi di sintesi di questi materiali.  
Il terzo capitolo introduce i concetti principali della formulazione delle funzioni di 
Green utilizzato nelle applicazioni del trasporto di elettroni in nanostrutture. 
Il quarto capitolo è dedicato all’ambiente di simulazione Nano TCAD ViDES, viene 
descritto l’ambiente di sviluppo e le varie classi e funzioni necessarie per la 
simulazione di dispositivi. Inoltre spiega come calcolare le varie cifre di merito e i 
risultati sono stati raccolti in tabelle. Un ultimo paragrafo del quarto capitolo è 
riservato al Silicene.  
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Introduction 
 
The rapid growth of the electronics industry can be attributed in large part to the 
scalability of the transistor. Continued scaling of transistors dimensions has enabled 
increased functionality with each new generation of integrated circuits. Historically, 
this scaling has followed Moore's Law, according to which the number of transistors 
on a chip is doubled every 18-24 months. However, a number of bottlenecks arise 
beyond 2020 that will make this progress harder. Thus, beyond 2020, the electronics 
industry needs novel technologies that enable continued increases in chip 
functionality. Considering that the transition from research to manufacturing can take 
10 years or more for novel technologies, there is considerable effort world-wide to 
identify next-generations enablers for electronics. One of the solutions has been the 
introduction of new materials that replace the Silicon in the channel of the Transistor 
and a new architecture of the device, such as double gate configuration. 
New materials and device architectures are expanding the design space to be explored 
for future CMOS and nano-electronic technologies. Single gate SOI, double gate SOI, 
FinFET, MuGFET, gate all around and nanowire device architectures are being 
investigated as possible successors of the conventional planar bulk MOSFET. Scaling 
of CMOS devices into the nanometer regime leads to increased processing cost. In this 
regard, the field of Computational Electronics is becoming more and more important 
because device simulation offers unique possibility to test new candidate devices 
which have not been fabricated yet and it also gives unique insight into the device 
behavior. The Design and optimization of nano-transistors exploiting these new 
options demand general purpose models to describe electrostatic and transport 
phenomena at the nanoscale in an unprecedented variety of materials, with a 
reasonably predictable degree of accuracy and with affordable computation time. The 
established Drift-Diffusion model available in conventional TCAD tools is presently 
inadequate for the purpose. 
The purpose of this work is the study of the electronic properties of two-dimensional 
materials starting from the band structure and the use of these materials for the 
modeling and simulation of transistors for digital applications in the ballistic transport 
regime. 
The CAD used for the simulation of this new transistor is NanoTCAD Vides, developed 
at the University of Pisa 
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Chapter1: Moore’s law 
 
"Moore's law" is the observation that the number of transistor in a dense integrated 
circuit has doubled approximately every two 18-24 months. The observation is named 
after Gordon E. Moore, the co-founder of Intel and Fairchild Semiconductor, who 
described in 1965 a doubling every year in the number of components per integrated 
circuit, and predicted that this rate of growth would continue for at least another 
decade. In 1975, looking forward the next decade, he revised the forecast to doubling 
every two years. 
His prediction proved accurate, in part because the law now is used in the 
semiconductor industry to guide long-term planning and to set targets for research 
and development. Advancements in digital electronics are strongly linked to Moore's 
law: quality adjusted microprocessor prices, memory capacity, sensors and even the 
number and size of pixels in digital cameras. All of these are improving at exponential 
rates. Digital electronics have contributed to world economic growth in the late 
twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. Moore's law describes a driving force of 
technological and social change, productivity and economic growth. 
The period is often quoted as 18 months because of Intel executive David House, who 
predicted that chip performance would double every 18 months (being a combination 
of the effect of more transistors and their being faster). 
"Moore's law" should be considered an observation or projection and obviously not 
physical or natural law. Although the rate held steady during the last four decades, the 
rate was faster during the first decade. In general, it is not logically sound to 
extrapolate from the historical growth rate into the indefinite future. For example, the 
2010 update to the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors predicted 
that growth would slow around 2013, and Gordon Moore in 2015 foresaw that the 
rate of progress would reach saturation. 
Intel confirmed in 2015 that the pace of advancement has slowed, starting at the 22 
nm node around 2012 and continuing at 14 nm. Brian Krzanich, CEO of Intel, 
announced that “our cadence today is closer to two and a half years than two.” This 
is scheduled to hold through the 10 nm node in late 2017. 
He cited Moore's 1975 revision as a precedent for the current deceleration, which 
results from technical challenges and is “a natural part of the history of Moore's law. 
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1.1: The historical CMOS scaling scenario 
 
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) technology is nowadays the 
backbone of the semiconductor industry worldwide and the enabler of the impressive 
number of electronic applications that continue to revolutionize our daily life. The 
pace of growth of CMOS technology in the last 40 years is clearly shown in the so-
called Moore's plot (see Fig1.1), reporting the historical trend in the number of 
transistors per chip, as well as in the trends of many other circuit performance metrics 
and economic indicators. 
Key to the success of CMOS technology is the extraordinary scalability of the Metal 
Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET). The design of scaled transistors 
starting from an existing technology has been driven initially by simple similarity laws 
aimed to maintain essentially unaltered either the maximum internal electric field 
(hence, to a first approximation, the device reliability) or the supply voltage (hence 
the system integration capability). 
The constant field and constant supply voltage scaling rules are derived from quite 
simple one-dimensional models of the MOSFET electrostatics. These models above 
Figure.1.1 Moore's plot [1] 
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became inadequate to the design of MOS transistors as the gate length (Lg) 
approached one micron, thus leading to development of more sophisticated criteria. 
In particular, since the thermal voltage KbT/e, the band gap and the junction built-in 
voltage do not scale, the subthreshold swing (SS) of the transfer characteristics and 
the flatband voltage of poly-silicon gate MOSFETs remain almost invariant to scaling. 
As a results, the two-dimensional distribution of the electrostatic potential inside the 
scaled device is distorted compared to that of the parent technology generation and 
so-called Short Channel Effects(SCE) are apparent, resulting in degraded transfer 
characteristics (Fig1.2a Fig1.2b): 
• a decrease of the linear and saturation threshold voltages at short channel 
lengths, due to the penetration of the source and drain electric field lines in the 
channel region; 
• a large sensitivity of the threshold voltage to the drain voltage (an effect 
denoted as DIBL, Drain Induced Barrier Lowering) The DIBL is defined as 
  ∆	∆
 ; 
• an increase of the subthreshold swing SS. 
 
Fig 1.2 a [2] 
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Narrow channel effects, detrimental to control of the threshold voltage, also appear 
in the scaled technology. 
An optimum choice of channel doping, junction depth and thickness of the gate 
dielectric is crucial to keep SCE under control. As a consequence of the increased 
complexity of this optimization task, during the eighties two and three-dimensional 
CAD tools for numerical device simulation (mostly based on the Drift-Diffusion 
semiconductor device model) have found widespread use in the semiconductor 
industry to assist process engineers in analysis and tuning of the doping profiles to 
counteract the short channel effects. 
Starting from the early nineties, foresight studies on the scaling of CMOS technology 
have emerged from the joint efforts of associations such as the US Semiconductor 
Industry Association (SIA) and later the International Technology Roadmap for 
Semiconductors (ITRS). The guideline documents on MOSFET scaling prepared by the 
ITRS aim at the early identification of risk factors in the development of the 
microelectronics industry, as well as at steering research toward the so called “red 
brick walls” which may impede further progress of this strategic technology. 
  
Fig.1.2b [3] 
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In recent years, diversification of microelectronic applications has led to a 
differentiation of the ITRS for High Performance (HP), Low Power (LP) and Low Stand-
by Power (LSTP) applications. Nevertheless, regardless of the specific market area, the 
semiconductor industry has steadily pursued the scaling of the device footprint, that 
is the area scaling, in spite of the increased complexity of the fabrication technology 
and growing fabrication costs. 
Recently, the number of technology challenges putting at risk the scaling of the 
conventional bulk MOS transistor has increased. Fundamental studies suggest that the 
evolution of CMOS technology, as outlined in the ITRS, is leading the MOSFET to nearly 
achieve the ultimate performance expected for charge transfer switches. 
Consistently, new options (the so called technology boosters) and new device 
concepts have been identified by the ITRS to flank the traditional dimension, doping 
and voltage scaling. These new options could give significant advantages in terms of 
intrinsic device performance, thus allowing microelectronics to maintain progress 
along the so called Moore's law. Recent developments in CMOS technology are thus 
outlining a generalized scaling scenario, which is briefly illustrated in the next section. 
 
1.2: The generalized CMOS scaling scenario 
 
For decades the basic architecture of the MOS transistor has not changed 
dramatically, although a large number of innovations, including new materials (e.g., 
new metals, low-k dielectrics for interconnects, etc) and new processes (e.g., shallow 
trench isolation, source/drain silicidation, lightly doped extensions, etc.), have been 
introduced to enable controlled device scaling to smaller dimensions. In recent years, 
however, CMOS scaling has become in a sense a definitely more diversified exercise. 
To illustrate this point Fig 1.3 shows a few of the advanced MOSFET architectures. 
Partially depleted SOI devices (Fig1.3) demonstrated some advantages over bulk 
MOSFETs, but the relatively large kink effect and the degradation of static and dynamic 
performance due to transient charge storage and self-heating effects impeded the 
blossoming of this technology. Moreover, SOI was and still is a costly technology 
option. 
The advent of the SIMOX and Unibond Smart-Cut processes revitalized SOI as a 
credible technology option and a boosted research on high quality aggressively scaled 
SOI films. For small enough silicon thickness the body of the transistor becomes fully 
depleted (FD-SOI, Fig.1.3); consequently, short channel effects, DIBL and subthreshold 
swing remarkably improve. The impact ionization induced kink effect disappears and 
good electrostatic integrity is achieved. The source/drain parasitic capacitance is also 
reduced because of the underlying buried oxide layer. 
The SOI technology also facilitates the realization of double gate (Fig 1.3) and gate all 
around (GAA) architectures that can bring CMOS even closer to its ultimate scaling 
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limits by offering nearly optimum control of the gate over the channel. 
In fact, provided the film thickness is at least about 2.5 times the channel length, SCE 
are suppressed and nearly ideal subthreshold swing is observed (SS ~60 mV/dec at 
room temperature) even in undoped channel transistors. 
Another advantage of DG and GAA architectures is that, in the direction perpendicular 
to the transport, the average electric field at given inversion charge per channel is 
reduced compared to bulk devices because good electrostatic control can be achieved 
with essentially undoped films; hence, the carrier mobility is larger. 
The FinFET technology (Figs.1.3) provides an alternative approach to fabricating DG 
transistors. In narrow FinFET the conduction takes place mostly along sidewalls 
normal to the wafer plane and, in essence, a double gate is obtained. 
To improve the device performance further it has also been proposed to replace the 
silicon channel with alternative semiconductors characterized by enhanced transport 
properties. 
 
 
 
  
Fig.1.3 some of the advanced MOSFET architectures [4] 
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1.3: Two-Dimensional Layered Crystals 
 
Recently, there have been breakthroughs in two-dimensional atomic crystals or 
layered materials. 
It was shown by Geim and Novoselov in 2004 that one can peel off individual sheets 
of sp2-bonded carbon atoms from graphite, leading to two-dimensional atomic 
crystals called graphene. 
One can also view graphene as carbon nanotubes which are sliced along the axis of 
the cylinder, and flattened out into monoatomic sheets of carbon. 
The unit cell of graphene consists of a hexagonal array of carbon atoms with a unique 
linear band structures, E(k) (Fig 1.4). This is obviously different from the parabolic E(k) 
relationship seen in most semiconductors. The curvature of these parabolic bands 
determines effective mass of the electrons and holes. By contrast, the linear band 
structures in graphene is more reminiscent of the linear dispersion relationship of 
photons, which are known to have zero rest mass, and thus travel at the speed of light. 
The carriers in graphene, in analogy with photons, also have zero effective mass, and 
are known as massless Dirac fermions, traveling at a group velocity determined by the 
slope of the E(k) dispersion relationship. The conical E(k) surfaces are known as Dirac 
cones. In graphene, electrons and holes travel at a so called Fermi velocity, which is 
ten times that of the saturation drift velocity in Si or most semiconductors. Clearly, 
this makes graphene an attractive platform for very high speed devices such as RF 
transistors. Unfortunately, one sees from the band structure in Fig. that there is not 
band gap between the valence and conduction band. Hence, MOSFETs in graphene 
have high off-state leakage currents, making graphene FETs unsuitable for digital logic 
which demand high ON-OFF ratio. 
This has led to interest in other two-dimensional layered materials which are similar 
to graphene, but have a band gap. One class of such materials are the transition metal 
dichalcogenides (TMDs). Transition elements include Mo, W, etc. while chalcogens in 
the periodic table are Column VI elements such as S, Se, and Te. Transition metal 
dichalgogenides such as MoS2, MoSe2, MoTe2, WS2  have a band gap, making these 
materials attractive for short channel MOSFETs materials attractive for short channel 
MOSFETs. 
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1.4: Support of modeling to nano-scale MOSFET design 
 
As illustrated in the previous section, new materials and device architectures are 
expanding the design space to be explored for future CMOS and nano-electronic 
technologies. Single gate SOI, double gate SOI, FinFET, MuGFET, gate all around and 
nanowire device architectures are being investigated as possible successors of the 
conventional planar bulk MOSFET. Gate metal work function, silicon body thickness, 
stress-strain distribution, gate stack composition, source, drain and channel material 
are only a few of the additional variables that is necessary to engineer for the existing 
and future MOSFET generations. 
The design and optimization of nano-transistors exploiting these new options demand 
general purpose models to describe electrostatic and transport phenomena at the 
nanoscale in an unprecedented variety of materials, with a reasonably predictable 
degree of accuracy and with affordable computation time. The established Drift-
Diffusion model available in conventional TCAD tools is presently inadequate for the 
purpose. 
In this respect, it is important to consider the substantial quantum mechanical effects 
in the direction perpendicular to the transport plane which are emphasized by size 
induced confinement in ultra-thin body architectures with silicon thickness below 
10nm. Carrier quantization decreases the effective gate capacitance (due to the 
combined effects of finite inversion layer thickness and reduces the inversion charge 
for a given gate voltage, thus altering the threshold voltage. The appearance of 
subbands affects the carriers scattering as well, with remarkable implications for both 
the low and the high field transport characteristics of the inversion layer. 
Quantum confinement is especially strong at the top of the potential energy barrier 
that governs carrier injection from the source to the channel region (the so called 
virtual source). Since high levels of charge are desired in the on-state, the carrier gas 
Fig. 1.4 (a)Geometrical structurer of graphite. (b) Graphene monolayer (c,b) Bandstructure of Graphene monolayer [5] 
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becomes highly degenerate and the average carrier velocity becomes gate bias 
dependent. 
Another relevant aspect concerning transport is that when the channel length scales 
below a few tens of nanometer the mean free path in the channel is expected to 
become comparable to the device length. The fraction of the carrier population that 
reaches the drain without suffering scattering events tends to increase and the effects 
related to far from equilibrium transport become important. However, even if rare, 
scattering events in the channel cannot be neglected, because they affect the carrier 
density and thus the potential profile along the channel and contribute to shaping the 
potential energy barrier at the source and to setting the Ion. 
A sound description of transport in MOSFETs should cover the transition between 
conventional drift-diffusion and purely ballistic transport, and should obviously 
include all the relevant scattering mechanisms, especially those related to the 
introduction of new dielectric or semiconducting thin films. 
Tunneling through the source barrier and band-to-band tunneling at the drain end of 
the channel may also become relevant, especially in the low band gap, small tunneling 
mass semiconductors being considered for ultimate CMOS. Degraded Ioff and 
subthreshold swing SS are expected if these leakage mechanisms are not kept under 
control. 
 
The design and optimization of future nano-transistors require us to understand and 
master all these physical effects and their interrelations in an increasingly large 
number of materials and device architectures. A broad matrix of combinations must 
be evaluated and the device simulation can considerably facilitate this process, 
provided that predictive models are available to reduce the risk and cost of fabrication 
trials and errors. 
Historically the attention of the industry toward the field of modeling and simulation 
has been mostly driven by the need to steer the selection of process and device 
parameters for incremental improvements of existing technologies. The broad 
spectrum of present day scaling scenarios has raised new interest in device modeling 
and simulation. New theories and new models to describe the links between the band 
structure of the materials, the device electrostatics, the transport and the 
performance have become of utmost importance. This new perspective is well 
expressed by the ITRS roadmap, which devotes a full chapter to modeling and 
simulation and reiterates the quest for renewed efforts in the modeling of FETs 
incorporating all the technology boosters of interest. 
It is clear then, that exploring by simulation the design space of new nano-scale CMOS 
transistors demands a large innovative effort in physically based and in TCAD oriented 
modeling. Physically sound, modular and robust device modelling frameworks are 
necessary, where new physical effects can be added and related to the device 
performance, possibly starting from the physical properties of new materials. These 
16 
 
frameworks should be general enough to include quantization effects on both 
electrostatics and carrier transport. 
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1.5: 2D-Materials an incomplete overview 
 
The most well-known 2D material is graphene and is the first 2D material studied in 
detail. Graphene became famous by the works of Novoselov & Geim and Berger & de 
Heer from 2004. The prospects of graphene electronics are considered less optimistic. 
In the last ten years researchers had significant attention for 2D materials beyond 
graphene. So far, more than 500 layered materials have been discovered. Many of 
them have a semiconducting behavior and are possibly useful for electronics. 
 
 
Figure 1.5 Energy gap for 2D materials [5] 
Fig. 1.5 An incomplete overview of 2D materials[5] 
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Fig(1.5) shows different classes of 2D materials and Fig(1.6) shows the different band 
gaps. 
The X-enes class of 2D material (graphene, silicene, germanene) don't have gap. This 
is really a pity, since the missing gap causes serious problems for transistors in digital 
applications. 
Recent studies demonstrate the possibility to induce a gap in bilayer graphene. In this 
case the Energy gap Eg is less than or equal to 130 meV, too narrow for logic transistors. 
The classes of materials X-enes (phosphorene, stanene), X-anes (graphane, silicane, 
germanane) and 2D TMDs (MoS2, MoSe2, MoTe2, WS2, Wse2, WTe2) have an energy 
gap between 0.5eV and 2.5eV, perfect for transistors. 
Another important parameter to be considered when choosing the material for 
transistors is the mobility. 
Fig (1.7) shows the plot of electron mobility versus the bandgap for different materials. 
The hole mobility (not shown) exhibits a similar trend. Regarding the mobility, 
graphene silicene and germanene show a very high mobility. Instead TMDs materials 
do not show a distinct advantage over the conventional 3D bulk materials. 
However, to maintain good electrostatic integrity, researchers suggest to replace the 
conventional single-gate bulk MOSFET with new device architectures.  
Fig. 1.6 Electron mobility for different materials [5] 
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Chapter2: Transition metal dichalcogenites (TMDs) 
 
TMDs are a class of materials with the formula MX2, where M is a transition metal 
element from group IV (Ti, Zr, Hf and so on), group V (for instance V, Nb or Ta) or group 
VI (Mo, W and so on), and X is a chalcogen (S, Se or Te). These materials form layered 
structures of the form X–M–X, with the chalcogen atoms in two hexagonal planes 
separated by a plane of metal atoms, as shown in Fig.1a. Adjacent layers are weakly 
held together to form the bulk crystal in a variety of polytypes, which vary in stacking 
orders and metal atom coordination, as shown in Fig.1e. The overall symmetry of 
TMDs is hexagonal or rhombohedral, and the metal atoms have octahedral or trigonal 
prismatic coordination. The electronic properties of TMDs range from metallic to 
semiconducting, as summarized in Table1. There are also TMDs that exhibit exotic 
behaviours such as charge density waves and superconductivity. 
The layer-dependent properties of TMDs have recently attracted a great deal of 
attention. For example, in several semiconducting TMDs there is a transition from an 
indirect bandgap in the bulk to a direct gap in the monolayer: for MoS2 the bulk 
indirect bandgap of 1.3eV increases to a direct bandgap of 1.8 eV in single-layer form. 
The direct bandgap also results in photoluminescence from monolayer MoS2, which 
opens the possibility of many optoelectronic applications. The electronic structure of 
MoS2 also enables valley polarization, which is not seen in bilayer MoS2. In general, 
there are many interesting layer-dependent properties in 2D materials, including 
graphene and TMDs, which differ greatly from the properties of the bulk materials. 
Although TMDs have been widely studied for decades, their role as near-atomically 
thin materials are new. 
 
 
Fig (2.1) shows a three-dimensional schematic representation of a typical MX2 
structures, with the chalcogen atoms (X) in yellow and the metal atoms (M) in grey. 
Figure 2.1 Three-dimensional schematic representation of a typical MX2 structures, with 
the chalcogenatoms (X) in yellow and the metal atoms (M) in grey [6] 
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2.1: Synthesis for TMDs 
 
Reliable production of atomically thin, 2D TMDs with uniform properties is essential 
for translating their new electronic and optical properties into applications. Here we 
review the available methods for top-down exfoliation from bulk materials and for 
bottom-up synthesis, and evaluate their relative merits. 
2.1.1: Top-down methods. 
Atomically thin flakes of TMDs can be peeled from their parent bulk crystals by 
micromechanical cleavage using adhesive tape, applied to substrates and optically 
identified by light interference, using the same techniques that were developed for 
Figure2.2 shows the schematics of the structural polytypes [6] 
Table2.1 [6] 
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graphene. Mechanical cleavage produces single-crystal flakes of high purity and 
cleanliness that are suitable for fundamental characterization and for fabrication of 
individual devices. 
This method is not scalable, however, and does not allow systematic control of flake 
thickness and size. Recently, a focused laser spot has been used to thin MoS2 down 
to monolayer thickness by thermal ablation with micrometer-scale resolution, but the 
requirement for laser raster scanning makes it challenging for scale-up. For obtaining 
large quantities of exfoliated nano sheets, liquid phase preparations of TMDs are very 
promising. They permit additional applications such as composites and hybrids by 
simple mixing of dispersions of different materials, and thin films and coatings by 
filtration, inkjet printing, spray coating and doctor blading. Because solution-based 
graphene has been used to make high frequency flexible electronics with a current 
gain cut-off frequency of 2.2GHz , we expect that solution-based TMDs will have 
similarly good prospects for making flexible electronics and composite materials. The 
intercalation of TMDs by ionic species allows the layers to be exfoliated in liquid. The 
intercalation method was first demonstrated in the 1970s and the subsequent 
exfoliation into thin layers by Morrison, Frindt and co-workers in the 1980s , and these 
methods are experiencing renewed interest today. The intercalation of TMDs by 
lithium was demonstrated in the 1970s, and the intercalation-driven exfoliation was 
first advanced by Morrison, Frindt and co-workers. The typical procedure involves 
submerging bulk TMD powder in a solution of a lithium-containing compound such as 
n-butyllithium for more than a day to allow lithium ions to intercalate, followed by 
exposing the intercalated material to water. The water reacts vigorously with the 
lithium between the layers to evolve H2 gas, which rapidly separates the layers. 
 
2.1.2: Bottom-up methods. 
Developing methods for synthesizing large area and uniform layers is an important 
step for applications such as wafer-scale fabrication of electronic devices and flexible, 
transparent optoelectronics. As previously demonstrated for graphene, the 
development of wafer-scale synthesis methods via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
on metal substrates and epitaxial growth on SiC substrates has enabled large-scale 
device fabrication. Some CVD methods for growing atomically thin films of MoS2 on 
insulating substrates have recently been reported. These methods use different solid 
precursors heated to high temperatures: sulphur powder and MoO3 powder vaporized 
and co-deposited onto a nearby substrate; a thin layer of Mo metal deposited onto a 
wafer heated with solid sulphur; and substrates dip-coated in a solution of 
(NH4)2MoS4 and heated in the presence of sulphur gas. These CVD-related methods 
are summarized in Fig.(2.3). In many of these methods, the final MoS2 film thickness 
is dependent on the concentration or thickness of the initial precursor, although 
precise control of the number of layers over a large area has not yet been achieved. 
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CVD growth of MoS2 has also been demonstrated using previously CVD-grown 
graphene on Cu foil as a surface template, resulting in single-crystal flakes of MoS2 
several micrometers in lateral size. These CVD reports are still relatively early results 
but hold promise that further work will lead to growth of materials other than MoS2, 
and production of uniform, large-area sheets of TMDCs with controllable layer 
number. 
 
Fig(2.3a) shows the schematic of CVD of MoS2 from solid S and MoO3 precursors (left) 
and resulting MoS2 films on SiO2 (right). The red dots indicate the heating elements in 
the furnace. In this optical microscopy image, the lighter regions are MoS2 and the 
darker regions are SiO2. 
Fig(2.3b) shows the CVD growth of MoS2 from a solid layer of Mo on SiO2 exposed to 
S vapour (top left), resulting in MoS2 layers that are visible in optical microscopy 
(right). Bottom left: side-view schematic of an MoS2 layer on the Si/SiO2 substrate. 
Fig(2.3c) shows the CVD growth of MoS2 from a dip-coated precursor on the substrate 
and growth in the presence of Ar gas and S vapour. 
(Chemical preparation of MoS2 and MoSe2 have also been demonstrated using 
hydrothermal synthesis (that is, growth of single crystals from an aqueous solution in 
an autoclave at high temperature and pressure). More recently, Matte et al. have 
described a number of methods to synthesize WS2, MoS2, WSe2 and MoSe2, including 
the reaction of molybdic or tungstic acid with either thiourea or selenourea at 
elevated temperatures to give the corresponding layered TMD material. Such 
methods give reasonably good-quality material with typical flake sizes of hundreds of 
nanometres to a few micrometres, although the flake thickness is not conclusively 
shown to be monolayers.) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.3 [6] 
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2.2: Electronic structure 
 
Many TMDCs have band structures that are similar in their general features, as shown 
by first principles and tight-binding approximations and measured using a variety of 
spectroscopic tools. In general, MoX2 and WX2 compounds are semiconducting 
whereas NbX2 and TaX2 are metallic. The band structures of bulk and monolayer MoS2 
and WS2 calculated from first principles are shown in Fig.(2.4). At the Γ-point, the 
bandgap transition is indirect for the bulk material, but gradually shifts to be direct for 
the monolayer. The direct excitonic transitions at the K-point remain relatively 
unchanged with layer number32. 
The change in the band structure with layer number is due to quantum confinement 
and the resulting change in hybridization between pz orbitals on S atoms and d orbitals 
on Mo atoms. The electronic distributions are also spatially correlated to the atomic 
structure. For MoS2, density functional theory (DFT) calculations show that the 
conduction-band states at the K-point are mainly due to localized d orbitals on the Mo 
atoms, located in the middle of the S–Mo–S layer sandwiches and relatively 
unaffected by interlayer coupling. However, the states near the Γ-point are due to 
combinations of the antibonding pz-orbitals on the S atoms and the d orbitals on Mo 
atoms, and have a strong interlayer coupling effect. Therefore, as the layer numbers 
change, the direct excitonic states near the K-point are relatively unchanged, but the 
transition at the Γ-point shift significantly from an indirect one to a larger, direct one. 
All MoX2 and WX2 compounds are expected to undergo a similar indirect- to direct-
bandgap transformation with decreasing layer numbers, covering the bandgap energy 
range 1.1–1.9eV. 
The bandgap in most semiconducting TMDs, whether in bulk or monolayer, are 
comparable to the 1.1-eV bandgap in silicon, as listed in Table1, making them suitable 
for use as digital transistors. 
 
Fig.2.4(a) shows a top view of monolayer MX2. Big ball is M and small ball is X. R1 R6 
show the M-M nearest neighbors. The shadowed diamond region shows the 2D unit 
Figure 2.4 [7] [28] 
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cell with lattice constant a. Fig2.4(b) Schematic for the structure of trigonal prismatic 
coordination, corresponding to the blue triangle in (a). Fig.2.4(c) shows the 2D first 
Brillouin zone with special k points. b1 and b2 are the reciprocal basis vectors. The 
two inequivalent valleys K and -K are shown in black and their equivalent counterparts 
in gray. 
 
Fig. 2.5 shows the Band structures calculated from first-principles density functional 
theory (DFT) for bulk and monolayer MoS2 and WS2. The horizontal dashed lines 
indicate the Fermi level. The arrows indicate the fundamental bandgap (direct or 
indirect). The top of the valence band (blue) and bottom of the conduction band 
(green) are highlighted. 
 
 
Fig. 2.6 shows the band structure of different TMDs monolayer, calculated with the 
three band tight-binding model (blue curves) and compared with the first-principles 
(FP) energy bands (red curves). 
Figure 2.5 [7] [28] 
Fig. 2.6 [7] [28] 
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From (a)-(f) use the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and from (g)-(l) use the 
local density (LDA). 
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Chapter3: The Green's Function formalism 
 
Central to circuit analysis is the impulse response. If we have the impulse response of 
a circuit, we can determine the output for any input by convolving the impulse 
response and the input. Or we can work in the frequency domain, in which case the 
Fourier transform of the impulse response, the transfer function, characterizes the 
circuit in the frequency domain. 
A concept similar to the impulse response or the transfer function is the Green's 
function. The Green's function is a somewhat broader concept because it can deal 
with space as well as time. In this chapter, we show how the Green's function can be 
used to determine electron density in a channel. 
In the first section of this chapter, we will discuss how the Green's function relates to 
what we have done so far and what we still need to do to determine how electrons 
flow through a channel. 
The material of this chapter and the next are based on the development of the Green’s 
function formulation by Supriyo Datta[8] [9] [10] [11].  
 
Introduction 
So far, we have been looking for solutions of the Schroedinger equation in the 
following general form: 
 
 iħ ,  − ,   0. (3.1) 
 
We usually started with an initial condition, that is, a value of , 0. This was often 
an eigenstate of the infinite well or a Gaussian wavepacket. We always started with 
some value of  initialized in the problem space. 
What happens when we start with an empty channel and we want to talk about 
particles coming into and going out a channel? We have already talked a little bit about 
particles leaving the channel trough a loss term, but we have not spoken about a 
source to put particles in the channel. So we probably want to think about a 
Schroendinger equation that looks like 
 
 iħ ,  − ,   ,  (3.2) 
 
The term on the right, ,  is a forcing function. 
Let us start with an analogous problem in circuit analysis, say a simple resistor-
inductor(RL) circuit like the one shown in Figure3.1. This circuit can be described by a 
differential equation  
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        !"# (3.3) 
 
We can take this into the frequency domain () 
 −$$   $  %"#$ (3.4) 
 
Note that the time derivative results in −$ because we are using the physics 
convention. From this equation we develop a transfer function  
 
 
Fig. 3.1 A simple RL circuit 
 $  	$%"#$ 
1
  $ (3.5) 
 
The transfer function characterizes the circuit independent of the input. We can then 
find the output from the transfer function for any input by multiplying by the Fourier 
transform of the input and then taking the product back into the time domain. 
It would be desirable to have something like this for the Schroedinger equation in 
Equation(3.2). To do so, we start by taking the Fourier transform, the way we did with 
the circuit equation. Since $ is related to ' in quantum mechanics, we usually prefer 
to write it as a function of Energy: 
 
 ', '  , '  , ' (3.6) 
 
This looks like the time-independent Schroendinger equation with a forcing function. 
We would like to find a function that tells us what to expect in the channel for a given 
forcing function. Since the Schroedinger equation is a function of space and time, we 
will not have a simple transfer function like that of the RL circuit. However, there is 
something analogous. It is called the Green's function. In the development of the 
Green's function, we will use the matrix formulation of the Hamiltonian, so Green's 
function will be an NxN matrix, even though the original channel is only 1xN. 
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3.1: The density matrix and the spectral matrix 
 
In this section we define several new functions that will be crucial for understanding 
Green's function. It will seem as if we are deliberately making thing difficult by 
creating two-dimensional functions from simpler one-dimensional functions. 
Remember that even though our infinite well is one dimensional, the operators 
related to it, such as the Hamiltonian, are two dimensional. This is the reason for the 
new definitions. These new two-dimensional functions will be compatible with the 
matrix operators. 
The electron density in an infinite well can be specified by 
 
 (  )|+,|-./, − 0
,
 (3.7) 
 
where the Fermi-Dirac distribution is given by 
 
 ./, − 0  11  exp /, − 045 
 (3.8) 
 
We are using the chemical potential, 0, instead of the Fermi energy EF. For our 
purpose, they are essentially the same thing, but 0 is the parameter most often used 
in semiconductor theory. 
The one-dimensional electron density of Equation(3.7) can be generalized into a two-
dimensional function called the density matrix: 
 
 6, 7  ) +,
,
./, − 0+,∗ 7 (3.9) 
 
The diagonal of the density matrix is the electron density, 
 
 (  6,  (3.10) 
 
We now define another function called the spectral function: 
 
 9, 7; '  2< ) +,=' − /,+,∗ 
,
 (3.11) 
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Note that the spectral function is a function of energy that is dependent on the 
eigenenergies of the structure it is describing. Strictly speaking, Equation(3.11) only 
has nonzero values at the eigenergies. 
The spectral function is related to the density matrix by the following equation: 
 
 6, 7  > '2<
?
@?
.' − 09, 7; ' (3.12) 
 
Equation(3.12) says that if we have the spectral function, we can get the density 
matrix for e given Fermi energy. 
Equation(3.11) is in real space representation. Similar to the way that the eigenspace 
representation of the hamiltonian is just a diagonal matrix with the eigenenergies on 
the diagonal, it can be shown that the eigenspace representation of the spectral 
matrix is 
 
 9A'  2<
BC
CD
=' − /E 00 =' − /- 00 … 00 =' − /GHI
IJ (3.13) 
 
In the discussion above, we have assumed that the density of states (DOS) in the 
channelis given by 
 
 KL  ) =' − /,
,
 (3.14) 
 
This tells us that eigenstates exist exactly at the eigenenergies and only at the 
eigenenrgies. 
A more realistic picture is given by the broadened DOS: 
 
 KL  ) 12<,
M,M,/2-  ' − /,- (3.15) 
 
These broadened terms could be used in place of the delta functions in the spectral 
function. In particular, we can write the eigenstate representation of the spectral 
function as 
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9A'
 2<
BC
CC
CC
D ME/2<ME 2⁄ -  ' − /E- 0
0 M-/2<M- 2⁄ -  ' − /-- 00 … 00 …HI
II
II
J
 
(3.16) 
 
3.2: The Matrix version of the Green's function 
 
This section introduces Green's function for a channel. The input to the channel will 
be a forcing function PQ and the output will be a state variable in the channel PQ. At 
this point it is difficult to visualize what PQ might be. Actually, PQ is only being used to 
derive Green's function. 
Throughout this section we use {} to denote column vectors and [] to denote matrices. 
 
3.2.1: Eigenfunction Representation of Greens' Function 
 
If the eigenfunctions for the infinite well are 1xN column vectors PR"Q, then we can 
write an NxN matrix whose columns are the eigenfunctions: 
 
 S+T  SPREQ PR-Q    …    PRGQT (3.17) 
 
We know that any state variable can be written as a 1xN column vector, and this 
column vector can be written as a superposition of the eigenfunctions 
 
 PQ  S+TPUQ (3.18) 
 
The column vector PUQ consists of the complex coefficients. Actually, we know we can 
decompose any function in the channel into a superposition of the eigenstates of the 
channel, so a forcing function, , can be written as 
 
 PQ  S+TPQ (3.19) 
 
We assume that we know PQ because we know the forcing function, and now we 
want to find PUQ, which determines PQ in the channel via Equation (3.18). 
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The matrix version of Equation (3.6) is 
 
 'STPQ − STPQ  PQ (3.20) 
where  is the identity matrix. Substituting Equation (3.18) and Equation(3.19) into 
Equation (3.20) gives 
 'ST − STS+TPUQ  S+TPQ (3.21) 
 
If we multiply this equation from the left by the conjugate transpose of +, we get 
 
 S+VT'ST − STS+TPUQ  PQ (3.22) 
 
The, we can solve forPUQ 
 
 PUQ  SWA'T PQ (3.23) 
 
where 
 
 WA'  PS+VT'ST − STS+TQ@E (3.24) 
 
The function WA' is called the Green's function. The subscript e indicates that we 
are working in the eigenfunction representation. 
Let us look closer at Equation(3.24): 
 
 S+VT'ST − STS+T  'ST − S+VTSTS+T (3.25) 
 
Using Equation(3.17), we can write 
 
 STS+T  S/EPREQ  /-PR-Q … /GPRGQT (3.26) 
 
And 
 
 S+VTSTS+T 
BC
CD
/E 00 /- 00 … 00 /GHI
IJ  SAT (3.27) 
 
which is the eigenfunction representation of the Hamiltonian. 
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We can then rewrite Green's function as: 
 
 
WA'  'ST − SAT@E

BC
CC
CC
CD
1
' − /E 0 …
0 1' − /- …… … … 1
' − /GHI
II
II
IJ
 
(3.28) 
 
We have already seen that it is mathematically and practically desirable to have a loss 
term related 
to the eigenergies. We will assume that the loss at each eigenenergy n is an imaginary 
term, so we will write Green's function as 
 
 
WA'

BC
CC
CC
CD
1
' − /E  ME/2 0 …
0 1' − /-  M-/2 0 …… 0 … 0
… 0 1' − /G  MG/2HI
II
II
IJ
 
(3.29) 
 
The spectral matrix that we introduced in the previous section can be written directly 
from the Green's function and its transpose conjugate: 
() 
 9'  SWA' − WAV'T (3.30) 
 
Each term on the diagonal becomes 
() 
 

' − /#  M#/2 −

' − /# − M#/2
 M# ' − /#-  M#/2- 
(3.31) 
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if we multiply by 2π we have the eigenspace representation of the spectral function 
that we defined in Equation(3.16): 
 
 
9A'  SWA' − WAV'TV
 2<
BC
CC
D ME ' − /E-  ME/2- 0 … …
0 M- ' − /--  M-/2- … …0 0 … …HI
II
J
 
(3.32) 
 
We will see in the following section that it is easier to just calculate A(E) directly in 
the real space representation. This section was necessary to show that Green's 
function is linked to the spectral function via Equation(3.32). 
 
3.2.2: Real Space Representation of Green's Function 
Now let us start over in the real space representation. Once again, we start with 
 
 S' − TPQ  PQ (3.33) 
 
and solve for 
 
 PQ  S' − T@EPQ  SW'TPQ (3.34) 
 
This SW'T is the real space Green's function, 
 
 SW'T  S' − T@E (3.35) 
 
We saw previously that the eigenspace Green's function is 
 
 WA'  PS+VT'ST − STS+TQ@E (3.36) 
 
The matrix + is unitary, which means that its transpose conjugate is equal to its 
inverse: +@E  +V. Utilizing this and the matrix identity SXYT@E  Z@EX@E, we can write 
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WA'  PS+VTS' − TS+TQ@E 
 S+T@EPS+VTS' − T Q@E 
 S+T@ES' − T@ES+VT@E 
 S+VTS' − T@ES+T  S+VTSW'TS+T 
(3.37) 
 
This means the W' of Equation (3.35) is the real space representation of Green's 
function. The real space spectral matrix is 
 
 9, 7; '  SW' − W'VT (3.38) 
 
we could get the density matrix from the real space spectral function 
 
 6, 7  > '2<
?
@?
.' − 09, 7; ' (3.39) 
 
The important point is that A is calculated from G in Equation (3.38) and G is 
determined by equation (3.35). Equation (3.39) does not assume that we know the 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions already. It uses the Hamiltonian directly. Once we 
have the spectral function, we can find the density matrix. 
The electron density is just the diagonal of the density matrix. Therefore, if we have 
the matrix version of the Hamiltonian, we can find quantities like the electron density 
without calculating the eigenfunctions. 
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3.3: The Self-Energy Matrix 
 
The self-energy matrix is a matrix that is added to the Hamiltonian to connect the 
channel to the outside. Now we are going to assume that we have arbitrarily chosen 
a certain number of cells in the middle that we will refer to as the channel. Let us start 
by taking a close look at the cells around the left edge of the channel, and number 
them as shown in Figure 4.2 
 
 
Fig.3.2 One large infinite well is divided into three sections that we will think of as a channel with a contact on either side. 
 
Fig3.3 The cell labeling at the left edge of the channel 
Assuming there is zero potential through the well, the time-independent Schroedinger 
equation is 
 
 '  − ħ-2[

- (3.40) 
 
Using the same finite-differencing procedure, this equation becomes  
 
 
'# ≅  ħ
-
2[
#@E  2#  #VE
∆-  
 ]^−#@E  2#  #VE 
(3.41) 
 
where we define 
 ]^  ħ
-
2[∆- (3.42) 
 
We now assume that any waveform propagating in this well can be written as the 
sum of positive traveling and negative traveling plane waves: 
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 #  _`"a#∙∆c + d`@"a#∙∆c  (3.43) 
 
At cell number 0, 
 
 ^ = _ + d (3.44) 
 
At cell number -1: 
 
 
@E =  _`@"a∙∆c + d`"a∙∆c = _`@"a∙∆c + ^ − _`"a∙∆c = −2_ sin4 ∙ ∆ + ^`"a∙∆c  (3.45) 
 
Equation (3.41) becomes 
 
 
'^ = ]^−@E + 2^ − E = ]^2 sin4 ∙ ∆ − ]^^`"a∙∆c + ]^2^ − ]^@E (3.46) 
 
The 4 in Equation (3.43) is dictated by the E on the left side, because if we assume 
the only energy is kinetic energy, then 
() 
 ' = ħ-4-2[  (3.47) 
 
We can rewrite Equation (3.46) as.: 
 
 '^ = g−]^`"a∙∆c + 2]^h^ − ]^E + i"# (3.48) 
 
 i"# = ]^2 sin4 ∙ ∆ (3.49) 
 
Now we can look upon −]^`"a∙∆c as a loss term that represents the fact that the 
waveform can leak out of the channel. The i"# is a source that can put waveforms into 
the channel. 
Before continuing, notice that the loss term is −]^`"a∙∆c. This looks like a plane wave 
moving to the right, even though it represent the loss going out the left side of the 
channel. Look back at Equation (3.41) and assume n=0, than is, we are at the far left 
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edge of the channel. We assume we are dealing with plane waves leaving the channel, 
so they are of the form `@"a∙∆c. We also want to write the term just outside the well at 
n=-1 as a function of the term just inside the well at n=0: 
 
 '^ = ]^ j− j@E^ k ^ + ^ − Ek (3.50) 
 
The term @E/^ can be written as : 
 
 
`@"a@E∙∆c`@"a^∙∆c =  `"a∙∆c  (3.51) 
 
which is the loss term of Equation (3.48). 
Recall the matrix version of the Hamiltonian that was developed with the finite 
difference method: 
 
 ST = BC
CD2]^ −]^ 0−]^ 2]^ 00 … −]^0 −]^ 2]^ HI
IJ (3.52) 
 
Obviously, the upper left hand corner has to be modified to include the loss term. 
Furthermore, we could repeat the process on the other side of the channel and obtain 
a loss term in the lower right hand corner. Therefore, we can write the Schroedinger 
equation as: 
 
 'PQ = S + lTPQ + Pi"#Q (3.53) 
 
where 
 
 SlT = BCC
D−]^`"a∙∆c 0 …0 0 …… … 0… 0 −]^`"a∙∆cHI
IJ, i"#Q = mE0…#n (3.54) 
 SlT is referred to as the self-energy matrix. We can write Equation (3.53) as: 
 
 S' −  −  lTPQ = Pi"#Q (3.55) 
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Now our Green's function is 
 
 SWT = S' −  −  lT@E (3.56) 
 
a real space function that already has a loss term. 
As before, we can develop a spectral function from this Green's function, 
 
 S9'T = SW' − WV'T (3.57) 
 
and from the spectral function we can determine the density matrix 
 
 6, 7 = > '2<?@? .' − 09, 7; ' (3.58) 
 
The electron density is calculated from 
 
 ( = opS6, 7T (3.59) 
 
We did this in the last section, but now we do not have to add an artificial loss term. 
Notice that the corners of the spectral matrix will have a term that looks like 
 
 
M = Sl1,1 − lV1,1T = q−]^`"a∙∆c + ]^`@"a∙∆cr= 2]^ sin4 ∙ ∆ (3.60) 
 
Let us take a closer look at what M really is. First, notice that we can write 
 
 sin4 ∙ ∆ ≅ 4 ∙ ∆ (3.61) 
 
because the cell size must be much smaller than any of the wavelengths of interest 
for the basic finite-difference approximation to be valid. Also, recall that 
 
 ]^ = ħ-2[∆- (3.62) 
 
So now we write 
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 M = 2]^ sin4 ∙ ∆ ≅ 2 s ħ-2[∆-t  4 ∙ ∆ = ħ-4[ ∙ ∆ (3.63) 
 
We also know that the velocity corresponding to this value of 4 is 
 
 ! = u[ = ħ4[  (3.64) 
 
so 
 
 
Mħ = !∆ = 1v  (3.65) 
 
The value v is the time for a section of the waveform to leave the cell and is called 
the escape rate. 
Let us go back and separate the contacts by writing 
 
 
SlET = w−]^`
"ax∙∆c 0 …0 0 …… … 0… 0 0 y 
Sl-T = w 0 0 …0 0 …… … 0… 0 −]^`"az∙∆cy 
(3.66) 
 
We can then write Green's function as 
 
  SWT = S' −  − lE − l-T@E (3.67) 
 
The spectral function is calculated from Equation (3.57), the density matrix from 
Equation (3.58), and finally the electron density from Equation (3.59). 
 
3.4: A short Discussion on Contacts 
 
Up until now, we have thought of the contacts on each side of the channel as   large 
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spaces. True contacts are metal, or very heavily doped semiconductors that almost 
behave like a metal. In the semiconductor literature, they are often referred to as 
“reservoirs”. Reservoirs may be thought of as having an infinite number of available 
states. Because they are connected to the outside, empty states in the source can be 
replenished and filled states in drain can be emptied. 
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3.5: Transmission 
 
3.5.1: The single-energy channel 
 
Let us return to our simple model of a channel with contacts on each side and a 
voltage between the contacts, as illustrated in Fig 3.4. This time, we restrict ourselves 
to a channel that can only contain one state at energy /^. The voltage VDS between the 
drain and source has two effects: (1) It creates a graded potential in the channel, 
something we will ignore during this example, and (2) it pushes the chemical potential 
in the right contact qVDS eV lower than the left contact. 
 
Fig.3.4. A channel with only one energy level at /^ 
The source contact, on the left side, will try to set the channel to have 
 
 E = ./^ − 0E (3.68) 
 
electrons, while the drain contact on the right side would like to see 
 
 - = ./^ − 0- (3.69) 
 
electrons. We start by assuming the channel contains an average of N electrons, 
which is somewhere between E and -. There is a net flux E across the left junction 
proportional to 
 
 E = {MEħ E | (3.70) 
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where −{ is the charge of an electron and ME/ħ () is the rate at which a particle in the 
channel will escape into the source, as we showed in Equation (3.65). Similarly, there 
is a net flux on the right side 
 
 - = {M-ħ - − | (3.71) 
 
with corresponding escape rate M-/ħ. 
If we start with the case of E + -, we have 
 
 E + - = {MEħ E − | + {M-ħ - − | = 0 (3.72) 
 
Then we solve for |: 
 
 | = MEE + M--ME + M-  (3.73) 
 
Go back and look at the current flowing at the left partition: 
 
 E = {MEħ E − | (3.74) 
 
Obviously, the current flowing into the channel is 
 
 E"# = {MEħ E (3.75) 
 
while the part flowing out of the channel is 
 
 E = − {MEħ | (3.76) 
 
Note that the current flowing in depends only on E while the current flowing out 
depends on E and - because | depends on both. We can put Equation (3.74) into 
Equation (3.75) and get 
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 E = {MEħ jE − MEE + M--ME + M- k = {ħ j MEM-ME + M-k E − - (3.77) 
 
We call the term 
 
 5 = {ħ j MEM-ME + M-k (3.78) 
 
the Transmission. Notice that the transmission gives us the current flow through the 
channel when a voltage across the drain and source Vds results in a separation of the 
Fermi distributions, E − -. 
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3.6: Current flow 
 
Up to this point we have talked about calculating the electron density n in a channel. 
Eventually, we will want to talk about the current. The purpose of this section is to 
relate the electron density n at a velocity v to the current. 
If a state variable represents an electron, as we have assumed through most of our 
discussions, and the state variable is confined to some area-one cell, for instance- we 
would say the charge in that area is 
 
 d = −{ > ||-c}V∆cc}  (3.79) 
 
The current through this area is the time rate of change of d. 
 
  = d,  = −{ >  |, |-c}V∆cc}  (3.80) 
 
The first step is to think about the rate of change of the state variable 
 
 
 |, |- =  ∗ = ∗  + ∗   (3.81) 
 
The state variable and its complex conjugate both have to solve the time-dependent 
Schroedinger equation, 
 
 
 = ħ2[ -- − ħ % (3.82) 
 
 
∗ = − ħ2[ -∗- + ħ %∗ (3.83) 
 
Inserting Equation(3.83-3.84) into equation (3.82) gives 
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 ||-  ħ2[ s∗ -- − -∗- t 
             ~
ħ
2[ j
∗
 − ∗

k 
(3.84) 
 
If we want to know the time rate of change in one cell of size ∆, we integrate over 
the distance 
 
 
 > |, |-c}V∆cc}
= ħ2[ s ∗ − ∗  tc}
c}V∆c
 
(3.85) 
 
The quantity on the right is the probability current 
 
  ≡ ħ2[ s ∗ − ∗  t (3.86) 
 
In our discussion, we are assuming that we are dealing with incremental variations 
in the energy, and therefore, with a specific 4. We thus assume a plane wave of the 
form 
 
  = 9`"ac  (3.87) 
 
Substituting this into Equation (3.87) we get 
 
 
 ≡ ħ2[ g−4∗ − ∗4h 
≡ ħ2[ −24||-  ħ4[ ||-  !||- 
(3.88) 
 
This is what we were trying to determine: The particle flow is related to !  ħ4/[. 
The probability current through a cell of with ∆ is 
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'; ∆ =  !∆ ||-   !∆ ( (3.89) 
 
so the current through the one cell is 
 
 A = −{ '; ∆ = −{  !∆ ( (3.90) 
 
3.7: The Transmission matrix 
 
Wrote the real space Green's function as 
 
 SWT = S' −  −  lT@E (3.91) 
 
Remember that S' − T@E is composed of only real numbers while l is all zeros 
expect for the complex numbers at the corners 
 
 SlT = BCC
D−]^`"ax∙∆c 0 …0 0 …… … 0… 0 −]^`"az∙∆cHI
IJ (3.92) 
 
The value 4E and 4- can be different for the following reason. Both these values are 
related to the energy ' in Equation (3.92). 
 
 ' = ħ4-2[ + % (3.93) 
 
However, they can be different because the potential energy V(x) can be different at 
the to corners. 
The spectral function matrix is 
 
 S9'T = SW' − WV'T (3.94) 
 
We start by multiplying Equation (4.95) from the left by W'@E: 
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 W@E9 = S − W@EWVT (3.95) 
 
and then to the right by WV@E: 
 
 W@E9WV@E = SWV@E − W@ET (3.96) 
 
It can be shown that 
 
 WV@E = W@EV (3.97) 
 
Since S' − T () is real, 
 
 
SWV@E − W@ET = PS' −  − lTV − S' −  − lTQ= Sl − lVT (3.98) 
 
We will call this term 
 
  =  Sl − lVT (3.99) 
 
We can rewrite Equation (3.97) as 
 
 W@E9WV@E =  (3.100) 
 
or 
 
 9 = WWV (3.101) 
 
This is the expression for the spectral matrix that we will find most useful. 
We split the l matrix into two parts: 
 
 SlET = w−]^`
"ax∙∆c 0 …0 0 …… … 0… 0 0 y (3.12) 
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 Sl-T = w 0 0 …0 0 …… … 0… 0 −]^`"az∙∆cy (3.103) 
 
and then define the following related functions: 
 E = SlE − lEVT (3.104) 
 
 - = Sl- − l-VT (3.105) 
 
 SWT = S' −  − lE − l-T@E (3.106) 
 
 9E = WEWV (3.107) 
 
 9- = W-WV (3.108) 
 
Obviously the A in Equation (3.102) is the sum 
 
 9 = 9E + 9- (3.109) 
 
Let us take a closer look at E: 
 
 
E' = SlE − lEVT  
=  −]^g`"ax∙∆c − `@"ax∙∆ch 00 … 00 0  
= 2]^ sin4E ∙ ∆ 00 … 00 0  
(3.110) 
 
We will make the approximation that we have used before: 
 
 sin4 ∙ ∆ ≅ 4 ∙ ∆ (3.111) 
 
Multiplying out the terms in the upper left hand corner: 
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 2]^4 ∙ ∆ ≅ 2 s ħ-2[ ∙ ∆-t 4 ∙ ∆ = ħ∆ ħ4[ = ħ!∆ (3.112) 
 
Therefore, we can write E 
 
 E' ≅ ħ!/∆ 00 … 00 0  (3.113) 
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3.8: Flow into the Channel 
 
We saw that the density matrix is related to the spectral function by 
 
 6, 7 = > '2<?@? .' − 09, 7; ' (3.114) 
 
The electron density can be obtained from the diagonal of the density matrix 
 
 
( = opS6, 7 
= op > '2<?@? .' − 09, 7; ' (3.115) 
 
If we multiply the matrix 9 by we get 
 
 
ħ!E∆ (E = 5 > '2<?@? .' − 0E'9, 7; ' (3.116) 
 
where (E is the value of ( at the far left edge of the channel and !E is the 
corresponding velocity. Notice that the chemical potential 0E() is also eavaluated at 
the far left side. We have switched to trace (indicated by 5) because E only has 
nonzero value in the corner. Equation (3.91) says that ( is related to the current at 
that point. So if we multiply both side by 
 
 − {ħ (3.117) 
 
we get the current flowing into the channel: 
 
 
 
 
 
E"# = − {!E∆ (E 
= − {ħ 5 > '2<?@? .' − 0E'9, 7; ' 
(3.118) 
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Equation(3.119) calculates the flow going into the channel from the left side. 
 
It will be convenient to define the current flow per energy as 
 
 ĨE "# = 5SE'9T./^ − 0E (3.119) 
 
and Equation (3.119) can be written as: 
 
 E"# = − {2<ħ > 'ĨE"#?@?  (3.120) 
 
3.9: Flow out of the channel 
 
From this point on, we will use 
 
 E = .' − 0E, - = .' − 0- (3.121) 
 
for simplicity. We can write Equation (3.115) as 
 
 6, 7 = > '2<?@?   PS9ETE + S9-T-Q (3.122) 
 
from which we can get the current density 
 
 ( = op > '2<?@? PS9ETE + S9-T-Q (3.123) 
 
Analogous to Equation (3.119), we can say that the total current leaking from the 
left side is 
 E = {ħ 5 > '2<?@? EPS9ETE + S9-T-Q (3.124) 
 
or 
 
 ĨE = 5PEPS9ETE + S9-T-QQ (3.125) 
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 E = − {2<ħ > 'ĨE?@?  (3.126) 
 
Similar to what we found in the single-state channel, the current flowing into the 
channel depends on E(), while the current flowing out of the channel depends on 
both E () and - (). 
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3.10: Transmission 
 
The total current on the left side of the channel is 
 
 
ĨE  ĨE"# − ĨE  
 5PE9E  9-QE − 5PE9EE  E9--Q 
 5SE9-TE − - 
 5SEW-WVTE − - 
(3.127) 
 
Since the current in the channel must be constant, we can say that the channel current 
is this input current and write 
 
 ##A  {2<ħ> 'ĨE
?
@?
 {2<ħ> '5'E  -
?
@?
 (3.128) 
With 
 5'   5SEW-WVT (3.129) 
 
 
Fig. 3.5 Three different channels and their corresponding transmission(TM). (a) A ballistic channel and its TM function. (b) A tunneling 
barrier and its TM function. (c) A resonant barrier and its TM function 
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The function in Equation (3.130) is called the transmission function. The transmission 
function is the probability that an electron will cross a channel as a function of energy. 
The transmission functions for three different channels are shown in Fig 3.5. Notice 
that the transmission for the ballistic channel (fig 3.5a) is 1. This is not surprising. It 
means simply that since there is nothing to impede a wave function, there will be 
current flow for a waveform at any positive energy. 
 
3.11: Buttiker Probes 
 
Until now, we have been concerned with what is termed “ballistic” transport, where 
a particle is assumed to be capable of crossing a channel without a collision. A collision 
is the term used for an interaction with an ion or an impurity in the lattice. There are 
two types of collision. Coherent scattering occurs when the particle interacts without 
transferring energy to the lattice. This is illustrated in Fig 3.6 where the particle hits a 
potential described by 
 
 % = −0.2`% (3.130) 
A small part of the waveform is reflected and most of it is transmitted through, as 
expected. 
Another type of collision occurs when the particle collides with a defect in the lattice, 
for instance, and transfers some of its energy to the lattice, causing it to vibrate. This 
vibration is quantized into packets of energy called phonons. 
This energy can then be returned to the original particle or another particle. 
This is called phase-breaking or incoherent scattering. Clearly this will not be 
adequately modeled by a simple alteration of the potential, as in Equation (3.131). 
 
 
Fig. 3.6 An impurity in the lattice is modeled by V(x)=-0.2eV. This is an example of coherent scattering PE, potential energy; KE, 
kinetic energy 
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Buttiker suggested modelling such scattering events as fictitious contacts scattered 
throughout the channel, and so are called Buttiker probes. 
As an example, we model a Buttiker probe by a fictitious contact potential described 
by 
 l = −0.3`% (3.131) 
We assume it is located in the middle of the channel, as illustrated in Figure 3.7a. 
 
Fig3.7 A channel with contacts on each side, labeled “1” and “2” and a Buettiker probe in the middle modeled as contact number 
“3”. (b) The circuit model of the channel with the Buettiker probe 
 
The fact that we have another contact complicates the calculation of the transmission. 
Since we have three contacts we have the three transmissions: 5E-, 5E and 5-. These 
all must be considered in calculating the total transmision between contacts 1 and 2. 
Fortunately, the mathematics is analogous to using the sum of conductances to 
calculate the total conductance of a circuit (Fig3.7b). The total conductance between 
contacts 1 and 2 is 
 
 W  pE-  pEp-pE  p- (3.132) 
 
Similarly, the total transmission between 1 and 2 is 
 
 5  5E-  5E5-5E  5- (3.133) 
 
Where 
 5E-  5EW-WV (3.134) 
 
 
 5E  5EWWV (3.135) 
 
and 
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 5- = 5-WWV (3.136) 
 
An example is shown in Figure 3.8. This is a repeat of the transmission calculation for 
the resonant channel, but a Buttiker probe has been added in the middle of the 
channel at 5nm. Clearly the transmission of the channel with the Buttiker probe has 
been changed compared to a similar resonant channel without a probe as shown in 
Fig 3.5. 
 
Fig.3.8 Calculation of the transmission (TM) through the resonant barrier with a Buettiker probe added at 5nm. The probe is 
modeled as l = −0.3`%. This is an example of incoherent scattering. 
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Chapter4: NanoTCAD ViDES 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the open source of NanoTCAD ViDES 
code (available at http://vides.nanotcad.com) and to show the main 
commands needed to compute the transfer characteristics of a two-
dimensional material based field effect transistor. The implemented physical 
methods are based on the self-consistent solution of the 1D/2D or 3D Poisson-
Schroedinger equation with open boundary conditions, within the Non-Equilibrium 
Green’s Function formalism, where arbitrary gate geometry and device architecture 
can be considered. The Green’s function is computed by means of the Recursive 
Green’s Function (RGF) technique. 
From a numerical point of view, the code is based on the Newton-Raphson (NR) 
method with a predictor/corrector scheme. In Fig. 4.1 we sketched a flow-chart of the 
whole code. In particular, the Schroedinger/NEGF equations are solved at the 
beginning of each NR cycle, starting from an initial potential Φ, and the charge density 
in the channel is kept constant until the NR cycle converges (i.e. the correction on the 
potential is smaller than a predetermined value). The algorithm is then repeated 
cyclically until the norm of the difference between the potential computed at the end 
of two subsequent NR cycles is smaller than a predetermined value. 
 
Fig. 4.1 Flow chart of the NanoTCAD ViDES simulation 
NanoTCAD ViDES is a python module (NanoTCAD_ViDES.py), which integrates 
numerical subroutines written in C and Fortran 77 and a set of commands are 
implemented, which are used to define the device geometry, the grid among which 
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equations at play are discretized, as well as the through the physical models to be 
used in the simulations. 
As stated above, let's now focus on the definition of the input-deck (actually a python 
script) to calculate the transfer characteristics of a transition metal dichalcogenides 
based FET with a double gate geometry for ITRS 2026 node. 
In the figures below is shown the geometrical structure of the device considered in 
the simulations. 
 
Figure 4.2 Perspective view of the simulated device 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Geometric parameters of the device 
First we import the NanoTCAD ViDES module with the command: 
 
from NanoTCAD_ViDES import *
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Second we have to define the two-dimensional grid. There are two ways to define 
the grid. We can define a uniform grid using the numpy command linspace. For 
example, if we want to define a 50 points grid between -1 and 1 nm along the x 
direction and 60 points grid along the y direction between -2 and 3 nm, we can simply 
write: 
 
xg=linspace(-1,1,50); 
yg=linspace(-2,3,60); 
 
Now we can create the grid in this way: 
 
grid=grid2D(xg,yg); 
 
Actually, grid is a class, which contains all the information needed in order to solve 
the implemented partial differential equations through the finite difference method 
(i.e., distance between points, surface of the Delaunay cells, number of grid points 
etc.) The user can also define a non-uniform grid through the command: 
 
gridx=nonuniformgrid(array([x1,Δx1,x2,Δx2,....xn, Δxn])) 
 
xi defines the position in nm of the grid point along the x direction, while the number 
∆i after the spacing command, defines the spacing between two user’s defined grid 
points. The same considerations follow for the definition of the grid along the y and z 
directions, where the gridx command has to be replaced by gridy and gridz 
commands, respectively. 
In Fig.4.4 is shown an example of generated grid along the x-y plane when the input 
file is the following: 
 
gridx=nonuniformgrid(array([-2,0.3,0,0.1,2,0.3])) 
gridy=nonuniformgrid(array([-2,0.3,0,0.1,2,0.3])) 
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Figure 4.4 Example of generated non-uniform  grid along the x-y plane 
Once we havecreated the grid, we can proceed to define the geometrical structure of 
the device. 
First we set the class of the material used as channel for the device.  
If we want to use TMD’s based transistor I instantiate the class TMD as: 
 
FLAKE=MX2(28.1,"WS2","n"); 
 
In this case we have considered WS2 as channel material for an nMOS, with “28.1” the 
total length of the device expressed in nm (considering the lengths of the two 
reservoirs as well as the channel length). 
After that, we can define the metallic gates aligned with the channel (i.e. no underlap, 
no overlap). 
 
top_gate=gate("hex",grid.xmax,grid.xmax,10.0,18.1); 
bottom_gate=gate("hex",grid.xmin,grid.xmin,10.0,18.1); 
 
gate is a class of NanoTCAD ViDES devoted to define the points of the grid in which 
Dirichlet boundary conditions have to be imposed. Points belonging to the gate have 
their electrostatic potential fixed to a predetermined value imposed by the user. 
The attribute of the gate class are the following: 
 geometry : (string) describe the geometry of the gate. The implemented 
geometries is: 
 “hex”: hexahedron geometry. If gate geometry”is equal to“hex”, 
6 values have to be passed to the gate class, and in particular, 
xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, zmax, which univocally define the 
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limits of the hexahedron geometry. For example: 
top_gate=gate(“hex”,-1,1,-2,3,5,10); In this way, the attributes 
xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, zmax, are set to -1,1,-2,3,5,10, 
respectively. 
 Ef : (double)Fermi level of the gate. Please note that the Fermi level is the 
opposite of the electrostatic potential. 
 
The embedding dielectric (SiO2) is defined as follows: 
 
Oxide1=region("hex",grid.xmin,0,grid.ymin,grid.ymax) 
Oxide1.eps=3.9; 
Oxide2=region("hex",0,grid.xmax,grid.ymin,grid.ymax) 
Oxide2.eps=3.9; 
 
The class Oxide has the same attributes of the class gate, plus one, i.e., the 
attribute eps defines the relative dielectric constant. 
After that, we need to create the the interface to pass all the parameters within the 
self-consistent Poisson/NEGF iterative scheme, 
 
p=interface2D(grid,Oxide1,Oxide2,top_gate,bottom_gate); 
 
In particular, interface2D is the NanoTCAD ViDES class whose aim is to interface 
the module devoted to the solution of the transport equation and the module focused 
on the solution of the Poisson equation in the 2D domain. The number of arguments 
of interface2D is not fixed, but depends on the complexity of the device the user 
wants to simulate. 
The other arguments to be passed can be gate and region classes. The order of the 
arguments in the list is not important. 
The attributes of the interface2D class are the following: 
 Phi: (array of double; dimension Np) it includes the electrostatic potential 
defined in each point of the 2D grid. 
 normpoisson: (double) tolerance of the NR (Newton-Raphson) internal cycle 
in solve_Poisson 
 free_charge: (array of double; dimension Np) the free charge defined in each 
grid point, to be included in the right term of the Poisson equation. 
 fixed_charge: (array of double; dimension Np) the fixed charge defined in each 
grid point, to be included in the right term of the Poisson equation. 
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 Normd(double): tolerance of the outer cycle of the solve_self_consistent 
function 
 Phiold : (array of double; dimension Np) the electrostatic potential computed 
at the beginning of the self-consistent solution of the NEGF-Poisson equation. 
 MPI : (string)if equal to “yes”, solve_self_consistent compute NEGF with MPI 
(if available) 
In order to dope the source and drain reservoirs, with a molar fraction equal to 5e-3, 
we have to specify the following commands: 
 
fraction_source=0.05 
fraction_drain=0.005 
dope_reservoir(grid,p,FLAKE,fraction_source,array([-
1,1,grid.ymin,15])); 
dope_reservoir(grid,p,FLAKE,fraction_drain,array([-
1,1,35,grid.ymax])); 
 
dope_reservoir is a function which imposes a doping equal to the molar 
fraction(defined as the ratio of the number of doping atoms to the number of atoms) 
in correspondence of the atoms of the NEGF_class, which are included in the 
hexahedric region defined by the numpy array boundary_box, containing its 
coordinates xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, zmax. 
Please note that first NEGF_class has to be defined, then the grid, and after 
that the interface. 
Once all these three classes have been defined, the doping of the reservoir can be 
imposed. 
The structure is now defined; we can proceed with the setup of the simulation for the 
calculation of the transfer characteristic of the device.  
We compute the initial solution 
 
solve_init(grid,p,FLAKE); 
 
Solve_init computes the initial solution of the 3D Poisson equation, when dealing 
with quasi-1D channels, displaced along the z-axis. In particular, it solves the Laplace 
equation over the whole domain, imposing the Dirichlet boundary conditions in 
correspondence of the gate, and in correspondence of the atoms belonging to the 
doped reservoirs. 
Then we start the iteration over the drain-to-source voltage. The sweep start from 
Vgmin=0V and ends at Vgmax=0.6V. The step is equal to Vgstep=0.02V. 
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Vgmin=0.0; 
Vgmax=0.6; 
Vgstep=0.02; Np=int(abs(Vgmin-Vgmax)/Vgstep)+1; 
counter=0; 
Vgs=Vgmin; 
 
The Vds voltage for example to 0.57V  can be set as follows 
 
FLAKE.mu1=-0.0 
FLAKE.mu2=-0.57 
 
Let's now focus on the definition of the cycle for the calculation of the transfer 
characteristic. At each step we have to modify the Fermi level of each gate, and then, 
in order to make these changes effective, to apply the command set_gate. In 
addition, in the case of the first computed voltage, we first compute the initial 
solution through the solve_init command. In the following step, we start 
fromthe solution computed at the previous step. 
 
while (Vgs<=Vgmax): 
    bottom_gate.Ef=-Vgs; set_gate(p,bottom_gate) 
    top_gate.Ef=-Vgs; set_gate(p,top_gate) 
    p.normpoisson=1e-1; 
    p.normd=5e-3; 
    solve_self_consistent(grid,p,FLAKE); 
    vg[counter]=Vgs; 
    current[counter]=FLAKE.current(); 
    # I save the output files 
    if (rank==0): 
        string="./datiout/Phi%s.out" %Vgs; 
        savetxt(string,p.Phi); 
        string="./datiout/ncar%s.out" %Vgs; 
        savetxt(string,p.free_charge); 
        a=[FLAKE.E,FLAKE.T]; 
        string="./datiout/T%s.out" %Vgs; 
        savetxt(string,transpose(a)); 
        string="./datiout/jayn%s.out" %Vgs; 
        fp=open(string,"w"); 
        string2="%s" %current[counter]; 
        fp.write(string2); 
        fp.close(); 
    counter=counter+1; 
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    Vgs=Vgs+Vgstep; 
 
tempo=[vg,current] 
savetxt("./datiout/idvgs.out",transpose(tempo)); 
 
The simulation produces the following output files: 
-Phi.out is the electrostatic potential.  
-ncar.out is the carrier concentration. 
-T.out is the transmission coefficient. 
-jayn.out is the current. 
-idvgs.out gives the transfer characteristic. 
All output files are given for a selected Vgs. 
The whole script can be summarized as follows: 
 
from NanoTCAD_ViDES import * 
import sys 
from module_MX2 import * 
 
rank = MPI.COMM_WORLD.Get_rank() 
   
# I create the grid 
xg=nonuniformgrid(array([-0.53,0.3,0,0.05,0.53,0.3])) 
 
FLAKE=MX2(28.1,"WS2","n"); 
 
acc=FLAKE.acc; 
kF=2*pi/(3*sqrt(3)*acc); 
kymax=pi/FLAKE.delta; 
Nky=36.0; 
dk=kymax/Nky; 
FLAKE.kmax=pi/FLAKE.delta; 
FLAKE.kmin=0; 
FLAKE.dk=dk; 
 
FLAKE.dE=0.001 
grid=grid2D(xg,FLAKE.y,FLAKE.x,FLAKE.y); 
savetxt("gridx.out",grid.gridx) 
savetxt("gridy.out",grid.gridy) 
 
# I take care of the solid 
Oxide1=region("hex",grid.xmin,0,grid.ymin,grid.ymax) 
Oxide1.eps=3.9; 
 
Oxide2=region("hex",0,grid.xmax,grid.ymin,grid.ymax) 
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Oxide2.eps=3.9; 
 
top_gate=gate("hex",grid.xmax,grid.xmax,10.0,18.1); 
bottom_gate=gate("hex",grid.xmin,grid.xmin,10.0,18.1); 
 
 
p=interface2D(grid,Oxide1,Oxide2,top_gate,bottom_gate); 
 
p.Phi=loadtxt("./datiout_simulazione2023WS2prova1/Phi0.0.
out") 
 
p.MPI_kt="yes" 
 
fraction_source=0.03 
fraction_drain=0.03 
dope_reservoir(grid,p,FLAKE,fraction_source,array([-
1,1,grid.ymin,10.0])); 
dope_reservoir(grid,p,FLAKE,fraction_drain,array([-
1,1,18.1,grid.ymax])); 
 
if(rank==0): 
   savetxt("fixedcharges.out",p.fixed_charge) 
 
#solve_init(grid,p,FLAKE); 
 
Vgmin=-0.1; 
Vgmax=0.7; 
Vgstep=0.02; 
 
Np=int(abs(Vgmin-Vgmax)/Vgstep)+1; 
vg=zeros(Np); 
current=zeros(Np); 
p.underel=0.1; 
 
counter=0; 
Vgs=Vgmin; 
FLAKE.mu1=0.0 
FLAKE.mu2=-0.62 
while (Vgs<=Vgmax): 
    Vgs=around(Vgs,2) 
    top_gate.Ef=-Vgs; set_gate(p,top_gate); 
bottom_gate.Ef=-Vgs; set_gate(p,bottom_gate); 
    p.normpoisson=1e-1; 
    p.normd=1e-3; 
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    solve_self_consistent(grid,p,FLAKE); 
    vg[counter]=Vgs; 
    current[counter]=FLAKE.current(); 
    # I save the output files 
    if (rank==0): 
        string="./datiout/Phi%s.out" %Vgs; 
        savetxt(string,p.Phi); 
        string="./datiout/ncar%s.out" %Vgs; 
        savetxt(string,p.free_charge); 
        a=[FLAKE.E,FLAKE.T]; 
        string="./datiout/T%s.out" %Vgs; 
        savetxt(string,transpose(a)); 
        string="./datiout/jayn%s.out" %Vgs; 
        fp=open(string,"w"); 
        string2="%s" %current[counter]; 
        fp.write(string2); 
        fp.close(); 
    counter=counter+1; 
    Vgs=Vgs+Vgstep; 
 
tempo=[vg,current] 
savetxt("./datiout/idvgs.out",transpose(tempo)); 
MPI.Finalize() 
 
It is possible to increase the computational velocity parallelizing the process in a 
multicore environment using the Message Passing Interface (MPI).  
MPI is a language-independent communication protocol used for programming 
parallel computers. Both point-to-point and collective communication are supported. 
MPI "is a message-passing application programmer interface, together with protocol 
and semantic specifications for how its features must behave in any implementation.” 
MPI's goals are high performance, scalability, and portability. 
MPIze_kt is a NanoTCAD ViDES function, which solve the NEGF problem by means 
of MPI, parallelizing over the transversal wave-vector, in the case the NEGF_class 
refers to a system with Bloch periodic boundary condition in the transversal direction. 
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4.1: Graphic User Interface of NanoTCAD ViDES 
A graphical User Interface is available (GUI) version of the code is available, that allow 
to easily and automatically create the script for the simulation. 
In the following, we will show an example. 
Below a screen shot of the GUI is shown  
 
 
Fig. 4.5 The new graphic user interface of NanoTCAD ViDES 
Figure4.5 shows a template of 2D Metal Dichalcogenide Field Effect Transistor. 
Geometrical parameters can be changed by the user, as well as biases on all the gates 
of the device. 
Once we put the geometrical and electrical value, the GUI produce the script for the 
simulation shown below. 
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Figure 4.6 Example of the python script automatically created by the GUI. 
Let’s now have a look at the IDE tool, focusing on the menu options at the top of the 
window. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Menu options of the GUI 
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You can find 6 menus: File, Edit, Debug, Run, Plot, Devices. 
 
4.1.1: File Menu 
 
 
Figure 4.8 File menu 
 
Actually this menu is the same as any other program file menu, where you can create 
new files, open existing ones and save them. Shortcuts are indicated on the right of 
the command. 
Let’s focus on the setting sub-menu. 
 
 
Figure 4.9 Settings Menu 
In the “python version” field, one has to put the version of the python language 
installed on the computer, where the GUI is run. For example, if user wants to use 
python3.3, the string 3.3 has to be specified in the field. 
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Simulations can be also run in parallel, given that mpich2 is installed on the computer. 
As a warning, everytime the GUI vIDEs is opened, the variables in the second and in 
the third available fields have to be set. For example, if the user want to run 
simulations in parallel on 8 cores of node0 and 12 cores of node1 of the cluster, in the 
second field  the following string has to be specified, i.e.,: node0:8,node1:12. 
In the third field, the command needed to run the simulation in parallel have to be 
specified. If, for example, in the cluster mpirun is installed the field has to be filled 
with:  
mpirun. 
In order to make the changes effective, the Set! button has to be pressed 
 
4.1.2: Edit Menu 
 
Edit menu is like any other edit menu where the user can use the copy/paste/cut etc. 
options. 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Edit menu 
 
4.1.3: Debug Menu 
 
The script can be debugged given that ipdb is installed on the machine. 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Debug Menu 
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4.1.4: Run Menu 
 
The defined script can be run using the run menu. Simulations can be run in parallel 
using the Run MPI option,given that parallel simulations settings have been defined, 
as explained above. Simulations can be easily killed through the kill command. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Run Menu 
 
4.1.5: Plot Menu 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Plot menu 
Through the plot menu, the user can analyze the obtained results. With x-y plot 
option, the user is asked to enter an ASCII file with two columns: the first column 
represent the x value, while the second column the y value. An example of the output 
is shown below. 
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Figure 4.14 x-y plot example 
With Plot 2D, the user can instead plot electrical quantities defined on 2D grids. In 
order to do this, the files containing the grid along the x and y axis have to be loaded 
(Load gridx and Load gridy options), which obviously have to be previously saved 
while running the simulation, as well as the file containing the quantity, which has to 
be plotted (Load File option). Once done, the user can select the Plot 2D option and 
the window as the one shown below will pop up. 
 
Figure 4.15 
 
By pressing the plot2D button, a 2D picture of the loaded electrical quantity (which 
you can rotate, zoom etc.) will be plotted, while pressing the plot2D colormap button, 
the colormap will be displayed. An example is shown below, where both the 2D plot 
and the colormap of the electrostatic potential in a WS2 FET are depicted. 
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Figure 4.16 2D plot and the colourmap of the electrostatic potential in a WS2 FET 
 
One can also make a cut along the x and y direction. In this case, the coordinate of the 
cut has to be specified in the open field, and the plot x-cut or the plot y-cut has to be 
pressed. A cut of the potential for x=0 nm is shown below. 
 
 
Figure 4.17 Cut of the potential for x=0nm  
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4.1.6: Device Menu 
 
In the Device Menu, different devices template are present, which can be used to 
easily define the input deck for the NanoTCAD ViDES simulator. In particular, input 
and output characteristics can be defined for Bilayer graphene, Carbon Nanotubes, 
Graphene Nanoribbon with both Schottky and ohmic contacts, graphene and 
Transition Metal Dichalcogenide FETs. 
 
 
Figure 4.18 
 
Once chosen the device to be simulated, a window will pop up, as the one shown 
below, for the case of Transition Metal Dichalcogenide. 
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Figure 4.19 
The GUI is pretty much self-explanatory and easy to use. In this particular case, four 
different materials can be simulated (MoS2, MoSe2, MoTe2 and WS2). Parallelization 
of the simulations can be performed, given that the parallelization flag is set to “yes” 
and the setting parameters have been initialized in the setting section of the file 
menu. 
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4.2: Post processing 
Once performed the simulations we can proceed with the post processing phase in 
order to calculate the Figures of Merit of the device, which will be compared against 
ITRS requirements for the 2026 node.  
The main figure of merits for High performance logic devices are Ion/Ioff ratio, the 
Intrinsic Delay Time and the Dynamic Power Indicator (DPI). 
The Ion/Ioff is the ratio of the current when the device is in the on state and the current 
when the device is off. 
The Ioff is given in the ITRS table (Isd,leak) and its value is 100 (nA/μm). To get the Ion we 
may use the transfer characteristics computed for VDS=VDD, i.e., the supply voltage. 
First we get the Voff which is the value of Vgs for I=Ioff. Once we get the Voff we sum the 
Vdd and we obtain the Von. Now we get the Ion from the Transfer characteristic. 
Below is shown the procedure to graphically obtain the Ion from the transfer 
characteristics. 
 
 
Figure 4.20 How to get the Ioff and Ion from the transfer characteristic 
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Figure 4.21 How to get the Ion from the transfer characteristic 
Figure 4.22 shows the pull down of a CMOS gate. The capacitor, C, represents the 
capacitance of the gates and interconnects that are connected to the output node. 
During the pull-up phase, the capacitor is charged to VDD - a logic one. A clock drives 
the gate, and when the clock voltage is high, the NMOS pull-down transistor turns on 
and discharges the capacitor. The power dissipation is 
 
 _ = 1/2%-5/2  %-  (4.1) 
 
where TCL is the period of the clock. As the number of transistors per chip and clock 
frequencies continue to increase, power management is becoming a crucial issue. 
Equation (4.1) describes the dynamic (or switching) power of the gate. The key 
advantage of CMOS, which led to its adoption over NMOS, was the fact that 
essentially no power was dissipated unless a gate switched. But this is changing as 
leakage currents are increasing. Consider the circuit of Fig.4.22 when the NMOS pull 
down is off and C is charged. The static power dissipated is 
 
 _  % (4.2) 
 
To minimize the static power, a low loff (high VT) is required, but a high VT reduces 
the on-current and the speed suffers as discussed next. 
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Figure 4.22Illustration of the pull-down portion of a CMOS gate 
The gate switching delay determines the maximum clock frequency. If we measure 
the gate delay by the time, T, to remove the capacitor's charge, we find 
 
 v = %#  (5.3) 
 
which explains why a high on-current is important. 
The intrinsic delay time is defined as v =   (ρs). We can calculate v replacing % =d# − d, where d# is the charge in the on state and d is the charge in the off 
state. d can be calculated integrating the charge density,obtaining d = d%p. 
Once we have d = d%p we get d# for Vgs=Von and d for Vgs=Voff. Where Von 
and Voff are the same for the calculation of the Ion/Ioff  ratio.  in the v expression is the 
current in the on state (Ion). 
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Figure 4.23  
The Dynamic Power Indicator (_) is defined as _ = %-  (fJ/μm). We can 
calculate the _ replacing %=d# − d as for v. _ then becomes _ =d# − d%. d# and d are the same calculated for the intrinsic delay time. 
 
Let's now focus on the Figure of Merit for the ITRS node 2020,2023 and 2026 of 
double gate FET based on several TMDs, and in particular, two-dimensional MoS2, 
MoSe2 and WS2 Below some of the simulation results for a double gate device with a 
WS2 channel for the node 2026 are shown, as well as the tables including the 
computed figure of merits. 
 
Figure. 4.24 Transfer characteristic for a double gate device with WS2 in the channel calculated for the node 2026. On the left is in the 
linear scale on the right side in the semilog scale 
From the Figure 4.24 we can see that the subthreshold current is a straight line in 
the semilog scale, thus has an exponential trend in the linear scale. The exponential 
trend is due to the fact that the conduction mechanism is thermionic. 
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Figure 4.25 Transfer characteristic in linear and semilog scale using the top of the barrier and NEGF formalism 
Fig. 5.4 shows the comparison of the transfer characteristics, for a double gate device 
with a WS2 channel, between an analytical top of the barrier model(blue) and the Non 
Equilibrium Green's Function (NEGF) formalism(black) in linear scale to the left and 
semilogarithmic to the right. We can see for the considered case, the simple analytical 
model is able to provide the same results as the ones obtained by the more accurate 
NEGF approach. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.26 Plot of the potential for Vds=0.57V and Vgs=0.0V. To the right is a section along x=0, this shows the set up of a Vds=0.57V. 
Figure 4.26 shows the potential for the device with WS2 channel setting the VDS=0.57 
V and VGS=0 V. On the left is a 2D plot as a function of the x-y axes is shown On the 
right a x-cut for x=0 of the same electrostatic potential is shown. We can observe that 
the potential in the source and drain are constant and the difference between the 
two potential is equal to 0.57V. 
If we multiply the potential V shown in Fig(4.26) with the electron charge –q we obtain 
the potential energy of the electron U=-qV. In Figure 4.27 a plot of the potential along 
x=0 is shown. We can see that in the channel the distance between the bottom of the 
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conduction band and the Fermi level is bigger than in the reservoir. This is the typical 
behavior we can also find in the classical MOSFET. 
 
 
Figure 4.27Energy potential for the simulated device 
 
Fig. 4.28 (left) free carrier concentration for the in the device for Vds=0.57V and Vgs=0V. (right) the fixed charge profile 
The Figure 4.28 shows on the left the profile of the free carrier concentration for the 
simulated device whereas to the right is shown the profile of the fixed charge: as 
can be seen, charge neutrality in correspondence of the reservoirs is verified. 
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The table (Tab 4.1) below show the values used for the simulation for the nodes 
2020 2023 and 2026 published by the ITRS 
 
 
Tab 4.1. Values of the ITRS input parameters for the node 2020, 2023 and 2026  
The tables below shows the results of the calculation of the figures of merits for 
different TMD materials and for different nodes. 
 
 
Figure 4.29 The table shows the results of the figures of merit for the node 2020 for a double gate device with three different materials 
in the channel (MoS2, MoSe2, WS2). 
 
 
Figure 4.30 The table shows the results of the figures of merit for the node 2023 for a double gate device with three different materials 
in the channel (MoS2, MoSe2, WS2). 
 
 
Figure 4.31 The table shows the results of the figures of merit for the node 2026 for a double gate device with three different materials 
in the channel (MoS2, MoSe2, WS2). 
 
All the values of the figure of merit calculated for the node 2020, 2023 and 2026 are 
within the requirements of the ITRS. The Ion/Ioff, Dynamic Power Indicator (DPI) and 
the intrinsic delay time (τ) decrease with the increasing of the node.  
This is what we want for the DPI and τ, actually we want the decreasing of the power 
dissipation and increase the maximum clock frequency thus decrease the gate delay. 
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4.3: Silicene 
Silicene is a new two-dimensional material, which has been recently experimentally 
investigated as a channel material in field effect transistors [Cite Paper di Molle, 
Akiwande Nature Nanotechnology 2015].  In the following sections, we will first 
discuss the physical properties of Silicene, while comparing with graphene, and then, 
we will perform device simulations of Silicene nanoribbon as well as Silicene 
transistors. 
Graphene is perhaps the most investigated material in the past decade due to its huge 
advantages over conventional materials in electronics industry. Novel, faster devices 
made from graphene have been proposed to replace their current counterparts. The 
main problems in realizing these dreams are the lack of controllable band gap and 
incompatibility with current silicon-based technology. Since its recent discovery, 
silicene has been looked upon as the solution to these problems. Silicene, sharing the 
same important electronic properties as graphene, could be easily incorporated into 
present technology with the huge advantage of an appreciable naturally occurring 
band gap. In principle, graphene could be substituted with silicene wherever 
graphene is used. Therefore silicene can be considered as improved graphene. 
 
4.3.1: From graphene to silicene 
 
While comparing Silicene with graphene, we notice that they share the same basic 
geometry which eventually leads to similar electronic properties. 
Their geometry is a honeycomb structure where each atom has three nearest 
neighbours. In the case of graphene the structure is fully planar and it can be 
decomposed into two sublattices, marked A and B in ﬁgure 4.32. Therefore the unit 
cell(shaded area)consists of two atoms, one from each sublattice. 
 
Figure 4.32 Geometrical structure of the silicene an first Brillouin zone 
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Silicene has the same honeycomb structure but while atoms are buckled, as shown in 
the left side of Fig. 4.32 a small buckling to the structure. Side view in ﬁgure 4.32 best 
demonstrates this. The sublattices have shifted so that they don’t rest in the same 
plane anymore but rather form their own planes. 
 
Figure 4.32 side view of the geometrical structure of graphene(a) and silicene (b) 
In the reciprocal space the Brillouin zone is hexagonal as presented in ﬁgure 4.31. This 
stems from the fact that the real space geometry is hexagonal as well. 
In the band structure a Dirac cone is also present in silicene which leads to electrical 
conductance comparable to graphene. However, one of both  graphene and silicene 
big limitations is the lack of natural band gap which greatly hinders its application to 
electronic devices. 
This indeed can be seen in Fig. 4.33, where the band structure of Silicene have been 
computed through the tight binding model. 
 
Figure 4.33 Electronic band structure of silicene 
As for the case of graphene can note the linear dispersion of the bands in 
correspondence of the the K point The point where the bands cross is called Dirac 
point. 
This in turn leads to very high carrier mobility as for the case of graphene 
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4.3.2: Silicene nanoribbons 
The lack of a bandgap can be overcome through the introduction of a lateral 
confinement, as for example patterning Silicene nanoribbons. 
While silicene is 2-dimensional material, nanoribbons are 1-dimensional in the sense 
that they are periodic only in one transport direction. Its width (i.e., the confinement) 
has a huge impact on its electronic properties. Additionally, the edges can have 
various shapes depending on how we cut the ribbon the two fundamental edge types, 
namely zigzag and armchair edges. 
 
Figure 4.34 (a) Armchair silicene nanoribbon. (b) Zigzag  silicene nanoribbon 
Figure 4.34 show the two cases. The armchair nanoribbon shows deep sags along the 
edge whereas the zigzag edge resembles gently sloping V letters. The ﬁgure also 
shows the unit cells for both cases. Since the structure is periodic only in one 
direction, the unit cell must encompass all the atoms along the full width of the 
ribbon. The unit cell height is marked with an a or z in each case. There’s also the issue 
of naming nanoribbons based on their width. For the armchair case we simply count 
how many atoms are side-by-side and come up with a shorthand notation 13-ASiNR 
which is the speciﬁc ribbon used as an example in the ﬁgure. In the zigzag case we 
count the number of zigzagging bonds and get 7-ZSiNR in the ﬁgure. 
Figure 4.35 shows the band structure of 8-ZSiNR plotted from the center of Brillouin 
zone to the center of neighbouring zone at 4π which corresponds to 0. The band 
structure shown is characteristic to all zigzag ribbons regardless of width h, i.e., they 
all show a metallic behaviour. 
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Figure 4.35 Electronic band structure for zigzag silicene nanoribbon 
Differently to zigzag ribbons, armchair ribbons show either a metallic or a 
semiconducting behaviour, depending on the width. For example, ﬁgure 4.36 shows 
the band structures of 8-ASiNR and 9-ASiNR. As it is apparent, the first is metallic 
whereas the other is semiconductor. similar behaviour have been demonstrated in 
graphene nanoribbon [20]. 
 
 
Figure 4.36 
 
4.3.3: Simulation of Silicene nanoribbon with Nano TCAD ViDES 
In this section, we will show how to simulate Silicene nanoribbon, using the class 
NR_silicene. Actually, such a class is really similar to the graphene nanoribbon 
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class. As input it requires the number of atoms along the transversal direction 
and the length of the nanoribbon. The silicene nanoribbon is initiated as:  
 
NR=NR_silicene(6,30.0); 
 
The simulated device has the structure depicted in the Figure below (actually the 
script has been generated and then modified, starting from the Graphene Nanoribbon 
Input I/V script by the ViDES GUI. The geometrical values for the the node 2026 of 
ITRS have been included.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.37 Geometrical parameters of the device 
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Figure 4.38 Screenshot of the GUI 
After inserting the geometrical and electrical value in the GUI, it’s possible to generate 
automatically the script. Below is shown the script putting in the value for the node 
2026. 
 
from NanoTCAD_ViDES import * 
from module_NR_silicene import * 
 
# rank = MPI.COMM_WORLD.Get_rank() 
 
NR=NR_silicene(6,25.9); 
 
W=max(NR.y); 
# I create the grid 
xg=nonuniformgrid(array([-0.45,0.1,0,0.05,0.45,0.1])) 
yg=nonuniformgrid(array([-
1.0,0.3,0,0.2,W,0.2,W+1.0,0.3])); 
grid=grid3D(xg,yg,NR.z,NR.x,NR.y,NR.z); 
savetxt("gridx.out",grid.gridx) 
savetxt("gridy.out",grid.gridy) 
savetxt("gridz.out",grid.gridz) 
 
NR.dE=0.001 
 
# Now I define the gate regions 
top_gate=gate("hex",grid.xmax,grid.xmax,grid.ymin,grid.ym
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ax,10.0,15.9) 
bottom_gate=gate("hex",grid.xmin,grid.xmin,grid.ymin,grid
.ymax,10.0,15.9) 
 
# I take care of the solid 
Ox1=region("hex",grid.xmin,0,grid.ymin,grid.ymax,grid.zmi
n,grid.zmax); 
Ox1.eps=3.9; 
Ox2=region("hex",0,grid.xmax,grid.ymin,grid.ymax,grid.zmi
n,grid.zmax); 
Ox2.eps=3.9; 
 
p=interface3D(grid,top_gate,bottom_gate,Ox1,Ox2); 
 
# p.MPI_kt="yes" 
 
dope_reservoir(grid,p,NR,0.001,array([grid.xmin,grid.xmax
,grid.ymin,grid.ymax,grid.zmin,10.0])); 
dope_reservoir(grid,p,NR,0.001,array([grid.xmin,grid.xmax
,grid.ymin,grid.ymax,15.9,grid.zmax])); 
 
if(rank==0): 
   savetxt("fixedcharges.out",p.fixed_charge) 
   
 
solve_init(grid,p,NR) 
 
p.normpoisson=1e-1; 
p.normd=5e-3; 
Vgsmin=-0.2; 
Vgsmax=0.62; 
Vgstep=0.02; 
 
Np=int(abs(Vgsmin-Vgsmax)/Vgstep)+1; 
vg=zeros(Np); 
current=zeros(Np); 
p.underel=0.1; 
 
counter=0; 
Vgs=Vgsmin; 
NR.mu1=-0.0; 
NR.mu2=-0.57; 
 
while (Vgs<=Vgsmax): 
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    Vgs=around(Vgs,2) 
    top_gate.Ef=-Vgs; set_gate(p,top_gate); 
bottom_gate.Ef=-Vgs; set_gate(p,bottom_gate); 
 
    p.normpoisson=1e-1; 
    p.normd=2e-2; 
    solve_self_consistent(grid,p,NR); 
    vg[counter]=Vgs; 
    current[counter]=NR.current(); 
    # I save the output files 
    string="./datiout/Phi%s.out" %Vgs; 
    savetxt(string,p.Phi); 
    string="./datiout/ncar%s.out" %Vgs; 
    savetxt(string,p.free_charge); 
    a=[NR.E,NR.T]; 
    string="./datiout/T%s.out" %Vgs; 
    savetxt(string,transpose(a)); 
    string="./datiout/jayn%s.out" %Vgs; 
    fp=open(string,"w"); 
    string2="%s" %current[counter]; 
    fp.write(string2); 
    fp.close(); 
    counter=counter+1; 
    Vgs=Vgs+Vgstep; 
 
tempo=[vg,current] 
savetxt("./datiout/idvgs.out",transpose(tempo)); 
# MPI.Finalize() 
 
Once we get the simulation we obtain as results the transfer characteristic stored in 
the file idvgs.out, the potential for different Vgs stored in the file Phi.out, the free 
carrier concentration for different Vgs stored in the files ncar.out and the transmission 
for different Vgs stored in the files T.out. 
Below are shown the transfer characteristics for the silicene nanoribbon in the linear 
and semilog scale. Then transfer characteristics are compared with them of a device 
with graphene nanoribbon as channel with the same electrical and geometrical 
dimension. The energy gap of the SiliceneNR is 1.4ev and for the GrapheneNR is 
0.95ev 
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Figure 4.39 Transfer characteristics in the linear and semilog scale  
 
Figure 4.39 Transfer characteristics for the silicene nanoribbon and graphene nanoribbon in the linear and semilog scal 
 
As can be seen, different IV curves are obtained in the two cases, mainly due to the 
different energy bandgap. The figures of merit can then be obtained from the 
computed transfer characteristics. Results are shown in the table below. 
 
 
Figure 4.40 Figures of merit results for SiliceneNR and GrapheneNR 
The results shows that the Ion/Ioff are too low and therefore do not fall within the limits 
set by the ITRS. While the intrinsic delay time and DPI keep inside the ITRS limits. 
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If we try to simulate the same device as before with a siliceneNR with 2.5 nm of width 
we obtain the transfer characteristic shown below. The energy gap is 220meV a very 
low value.  
 
Figure 4.41Transfer characteristic for SiliceneNR large 2.5nm 
 
From the graphic is possible to see that it does not reach well the off regime (the 
minimum), due to the very small energy gap. To the left of the minimum there is a 
ambipolar behaviour due to the very small gap too. To the right of the minimum there 
is the on-regime and is linear. Approximately to 0.6V the slope is smaller, due of the 
saturation for high Vgs. 
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Figure 4.42Transfer characteristic of Silicene for a Vds=0.3 V 
 
The last figure shows the transfer characteristic for a device with only Silicene for a 
Vds=0.3V. The transfer characteristic is very similar to that of a Silicene NR with a 
width of W=2.5nm  
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